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[Title of the Invention] METHOD FOR PRODUCING LIQUID

CRYSTAL DISPLAY APPARATUS

[Abstract]

[Object] In a method for producing liquid crystal display

apparatus by a drop injecting process, the prevention of air

bubble in a liquid crystal cell after filling and sealing

liquid crystal without the extension of retention time under

vacuum while joining a color filter plate and an opposed

plate

.

[Solving Means] In order to produce liquid crystal display

apparatus by a drop injecting process, a color filter plate

is heated in a whole body to prevent the gas generation.

After that, liquid crystal is dropped onto one more selected

from color filter plate or opposed plate in a predetermined

amount and sealed by joining the color filter plate and the

opposed plate under a reduced pressure to form a liquid

crystal cell and inject liquid crystal coincidently

[Claims]

[Claim 1] A method for producing a liquid crystal

display apparatus by a drop injecting process, which

prevents the gas generation within a liquid crystal cell

after filling and sealing liquid crystal, by following

steps: (1) installing a color filter plate wholly within a

thermostat to heat at a predetermined temperature; (2)
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retaining at the temperature for a predetermined time and

leaving at a room temperature, in which for the temperature,

the minimum value is 120°C / the maximum value is 250°C and

for the time interval, the minimum value is 6 hours and the

maximum value is 12 hours; (3) dropping liquid crystal onto

one more selected from color filter plate or opposed plate

in a small amount; (4) joining the color filter plate and

the opposed plate under a reduced pressure; and (5)

coincidently forming a liquid crystal cell and injecting

liquid crystal.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Technical Field of the Invention]

The present invention relates to a method for producing

liquid crystal display apparatus by a drop injecting process.

[0002]

[Description of the Related Art]

Recently, it becomes a trend to enable color display by

installing a color filter in a liquid crystal display

apparatus, since PC, word processor or the like are

functionally varied.
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[0003]

In a conventional liquid crystal display apparatus, the

color filter is formed onto a plate and covered on the whole

surface with a protection membrane. Then, a transparent

electrode is made across the protection membrane and an

insulation membrane covering both the whole surface of the

transparent electrode and the protection membrane is formed

so as to make a color filter plate.

[0004]

Above all, in the liquid crystal display apparatus

using this color filter plate, a transparent electrode and

an insulation membrane are laminated in a serial order to

make an opposed plate.

[0005]

Then, the opposed plate and the color filter plate as

described above are made to form an orientation controlling

membrane respectively, arranged in an opposite direction by

inserting a spacer and joined with sealing material to make

a liquid crystal cell. Then, the liquid crystal display

apparatus is made completely after injecting liquid crystal

into the liquid crystal cell.

[0006]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention]

However, in the liquid crystal display apparatus

equipping a color filter plate, the color filter and the
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protection membrane are liable to generate gas, because

liquid crystal is injected under a reduced pressure and then,

the controlling membrane is heated while stabilizing an

orientation. In practice, when gas is generated from the

color filter and the protection membrane, air bubble can

appear within a liquid crystal cell after sealing liquid

crystal. This is very problematic to make a proper apparatus

for liquid crystal display.

[0007]

In order to settle the problem, the process for

preventing air bubble after filling and sealing liquid

crystal is disclosed that the liquid crystal cell is

retained under a reduced pressure and heat for a long time,

before injecting liquid crystal into the cell.

[0008]

Unfortunately, this process is inappropriate when

liquid crystal is prepared, by the drop injecting method.

That is to say, in the drop injecting method, the liquid

crystal is dropped onto one more selected from color filter

plate or opposed plate in a small amount and then, both the

plates are joined under a reduced pressure to form a liquid

crystal cell and seal the liquid crystal at a time.

[0009]

Therefore in the drop injecting method, the advantage

that liquid crystal is sealed in both the plates for a short
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time is reduced by half, because the liquid crystal cell is

stored for a long time under a reduced pressure and heat

before injecting liquid crystal as described above.

[0010]

In order to settle above-mentioned disadvantages, the

present invention provides a method for producing liquid

crystal display apparatus by a drop injecting process, in

which the gas generation is prevented within a liquid

crystal cell after filling and sealing liquid crystal

without the extension of retention period under vacuum while

joining a color filter plate and an opposed plate.

[0011]

[Means for Solving the Problems]

The method for producing a liquid crystal display

apparatus of the present invention has a feature to prevent

the gas. generation within a liquid crystal cell after

filling and sealing liquid crystal, by the process

comprising: (1) installing a color filter plate within a

thermostat to heat at a predetermined temperature; (2)

retaining at the temperature for a predetermined time; and

then (3) placing at a room temperature.

[0012]

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the

time period necessary to prevent air bubble within a liquid

crystal cell after sealing liquid crystal in a color filter
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plate, can be reduced properly and the retention period

under vacuum can be proceeded under a common condition

without extension while joining a color filter plate and an

opposed plate so as to prevent air bubble appearing in a

liquid crystal cell after sealing liquid crystal efficiently.

[0013]

[Operation]

As described in Claim 1, the method for producing a

liquid crystal display apparatus of the present invention

has a feature to prevent the gas generation within a liquid

crystal cell after filling and sealing liquid crystal by a

drop injecting process, as follows: (1) installing a color

filter plate within a thermostat to heat at a predetermined

temperature; (2) retaining at the temperature for a

predetermined time, in which for the temperature, the

minimum value is 120°C, the maximum value is 250°C and for

the time interval, the minimum value is 6 hours and the

maximum value is 12 hours; (3) after that, placing at a room

temperature; then, (4) dropping liquid crystal onto one more

selected from color filter plate or opposed plate in a small

amount; (5) joining the color filter plate and the opposed

plate under a reduced pressure; and (5) coincidently forming

a liquid crystal cell and injecting liquid crystal.

[0014]

In the present embodiment of the invention, in order to
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prevent air bubble, a color filter plate is installed wholly

in a thermostat and heated at a predetermined temperature;

stored at the temperature for a predetermined time; and then,

placing open at a room temperature. Indeed, the time period

of process can be reduced since the maximum level of

temperature for heating can be set to the thermo-resistant

level of color filter plate. In addition, the liquid crystal

display apparatus can be produced by common drop injecting

process without the extension of retention time while

preparing a liquid crystal cell. Besides, air bubble

appearing in a liquid crystal cell after sealing liquid

crystal can be prevented efficiently as illustrated above.

[0015]

The present invention will be described more clearly

with reference to each process as follows.

[Embodiments]

In the method for producing a liquid crystal display

apparatus, a color filter plate is made in Process 1.

[0016]

In Process 2, a color filter plate is installed in a

thermostat such as clean oven wholly; heated at a

predetermined temperature; and retained for a predetermined

time, so as to remove gas contained in the color filter.

[0017]

The apparatus that installs a color filter plate in a
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whole body within a thermostat; heats at a predetermined

temperature; retains at the temperature for a predetermined

time; (3) after that, placing open at a room temperature, in

order to prevent air bubble generated within a liquid

crystal cell after sealing liquid crystal in a color filter,

will be described in detail. The color filter plate is

installed on a plate holder present in the inside of

thermostat; heated with a heater to a predetermined

temperature; retained for a predetermined time; and then

stored open at a room temperature.

[0018]

In detail, the temperature for heating can be adjusted

properly in the above-mentioned process. For the color

filter made of polyester system resin and the color filter

plate having a protection membrane made of acrylate system

resin, the temperature is in the range of 150 ~ 180°C and

the retention period is in the range of 6 - 12 hours. In

these ranges, air bubble generated within a liquid crystal

cell can be prevented after filling and sealing liquid

crystal of the color filter and the protection membrane.

[0019]

In Process 3, an orientation controlling membrane is

formed onto the color filer plate prepared in Process 2 and

coated with sealing material; and then, liquid crystal is

dropped onto a cell coated with the sealing material in a
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predetermined amount

.

[0020]

Furthermore in Process 4, a transparent electrode and

an insulation membrane are formed onto the plate surface to

make an opposed plate.

[0021]

In Process 5, an orientation controlling membrane is

formed onto the opposed plate. The color filter plate and

the opposed plate made above are utilized in Process 6. In

detail, spacers are scattered onto the opposed plate and

liquid crystal is dropped onto the color filter plate. Then,

both the plates are overlapped under a reduced pressure and

placed open in the air; and solidified with sealing material

to manufacture the liquid crystal display apparatus.

[0021]

In the present embodiment of the invention, since the

color filter plate is first heated in a whole body in

Process 2, air bubble appearing in a liquid crystal cell is

unnecessary to be concerned in the next process after

sealing liquid crystal. Accordingly in Process 6, air bubble

generated to form a liquid crystal cell can be prevented

only by conventional drop injecting method, without the

extension of retention time under vacuum.

[0023]

Further in the present embodiment of the invention, the
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color filter plate is heated after forming an insulation

membrane, but can be heated before forming an insulation

membrane or after forming an orientation controlling

membrane

.

[0024]

Moreover in the present embodiment of the invention,

sealing material is coated onto the side of color filter

plate and also liquid crystal is dropped on this side, but

this process can be accomplished onto the side of opposed

plate with the same effect.

[0025]

[Effect of the invention]

As described above, the present invention provides a

method for producing liquid crystal display apparatus by a

drop injecting process, which prevents air bubble in a

liquid crystal cell after filling and sealing liquid crystal

without the extension of retention time under vacuum while

joining a color filter plate and an opposed plate, by

heating the color filer plate previously in a whole body.

[0026]

In addition, since the color filter plate is heated in

a whole body, the maximum level of temperature can be set to

the thermo-resistant level of color filter plat and the time

period of process can be reduced, compared with those of

conventional method that treats heat after joining a color
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filter plate and an opposed plate.
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